Corrigendum 1 to Request for Proposal (RFP) for engaging execution Agencies for the Opening
and Closing Ceremonies of the 35th National Games (Package 01) PYRO TEHNICS REQUIREMENT
Tender No: 111/NGOC/2014-15
Date: 26/12/2014

1. Bidders may please note that the Last date of submission is extended to 29/12/2014, 5:00
PM Bids will be opened at 1/12/2015, 5:00 PM
2. Bidders should upload technical specifications, brochures, manuals and all other relevant
details in the space provided for “Response Sheet as per Annexure 2” in the e-tender portal,
as a single pdf.
3. Brand Names wherever mentioned may be ignored. Any equivalent or higher specification is
acceptable.
4. Bidders may note the following the specification of Pyro for Opening & Closing
Ceremonies.

REPEAT THE SAME FOR
CLOSING CEREMONY ALSO

PYRO DETAILS -OPENIG CEREMONY
Category

Product

Quantity Details

Confetti effects

Short Base DMX

10

Confetti effects

Stadium Shot

20

Confetti effects

Swirl Fan

Confetti effects

Super Blaster

12

CO2 effects

CO2 Jet

30

4

Designed to fire prefilled
electric confetti and/or
streamer cannons.
LauchConfettti / Streamers
upto 50 m.
The new MAGICFX Swirl Fan
is designed to create a silent
rain of confetti. The Swirl Fan
XL can be mounted in a truss
or roof beam.
MAGICFX Super Blasters, the
world’s most powerful
confetti blasters, are famous
from many large events and
sports games. The Super
Blasters use CO2 to launch
Confetti.
MAGICFX CO2 Jets create
cryogenic fog plumes of
approximately 8m. high. The
effect is very reliable and
repeatable because of its high
quality and reliable valve. The
CO2 Jets can be mounted in
truss constructions or placed
on stages.

CO2 effects

Power Jet

60

CO2 effects

CO2 Gun

100

Flame effects

Flamaniac

300

Drop effects

Power Drop

300

Ariels – Mutli coloured Shells
Mines Shells
Roman
Board Letterings
Niagra Falls
Comets

100
100
50
5
12
400

The CO2 Power Jet is a
magnificent combination of
the famous CO2 Jet and the
extreme CO2 Dominator.
With one single output pipe,
but connected to 4 CO2
bottles you can create a
massive burst of CO2. Create
your Ibiza effect! The output
is larger and bigger as you
have ever seen!
The CO2 Gun is a handheld
gun which can blast white
cryogenic fog plumes. The
CO2 Gun is a new innovative
an spectacular eye catcher
for dancers!
The MAGICFX® Flamaniac is a
unique flame unit which
produces coloured flames in
5 different directions up to
6m. The system doesn't need
any gas or external pressure
vessels. It is a plug and play
system.
The new MAGICFX® Power
Drop is the new kabuki drop
system of the future! It's a
reliable and innovative 'plug
and play' system to drop
curtains, balloon nets or
other things matching to your
creativity.

